
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OPEN CINEMA Evolves to 'Connect the Docs' Across Canada: THE SECRET
TRIAL 5 'Hybrid Cinema' Live + Online Screening & Engagement Experience.

Victoria, BC – March 18, 2015. OPEN CINEMA is moving with the digital times in an exciting new 
direction: our Season 12 finale is taking the popular community screening program on a 2-week 12 
city tour across Canada during the month of March – virtually, that is!  

With a goal to inform the debate around Bill C-51, award-winning documentary THE SECRET TRIAL 
5 is on a cross-country screening tour to ensure the human impact of the proposed bill's measures 
remain a part of the dialogue. OPEN CINEMA is supporting the March 12-25 tour with a suite of 
innovative and creative online engagement strategies : telling the story of the filmmakers' journey, 
the film and the topical issues related to public security and civic freedom. Then on Wednesday 
March 25, the OPEN CINEMA team will travel to Vancouver to welcome filmmakers AMAR WALA 
and NOAH BINGHAM to the west coast; following a 6.30pm screening at the Vancity Theatre, 
OPEN CINEMA will webcast the post-screening discussion with the filmmakers, BC Civil Liberties 
Association's lawyer CARMEN CHEUNG and HARSHA WALIA, No One is Illegal – Vancouver.

A powerful film about the human impact of the ‘war on terror’, THE SECRET TRIAL 5 is a sobering 
examination of the Canadian government's use of security certificates, a tool that allows for 
indefinite detention without charges, based on evidence not revealed to the accused or their 
lawyers. After premiering with great acclaim at the 2014 Hot Docs International Documentary 
Festival, THE SECRET TRIAL 5 has gone on to win numerous international awards. The film has 
become a poignant tale illustrating the reality behind the controversial 'secret police' Bill C-51: "I 
hope it helps paint a human face on what is a very academic debate. " says director Amar Wala. 

Although OPEN CINEMA won't be in Victoria to host a screening in their home town, the Green 
Party of Canada have stepped up to host a screening at their new West Coast Green Community 
Space (843 Fort St) on March 25 (note: this is not an OPEN CINEMA event). As OPEN CINEMA's 
programming evolves, it is spawning a tech startup Connect the Docs, which was recently accepted 
into VIATeC's Venture Accelerator Program. This innovative '  hybrid cinema  '     screening and     
engagement   hub     combines the best of live and online cinema to connect filmmakers, audiences, 
cinemas and social issues. Read the Canadian Media Guild's recent article about   Connect     the     Docs  .

OPEN CINEMA Connect the Docs is grateful for the support of Presenting Partner The   Canada   
Media Fund     and sponsors Vancity, Telefilm Canada, CRD Arts Development, the Canadian Media 
Guild, Canadian Media Producers Association, Creative BC, Media One and Hemp & Company.  
OPEN CINEMA is a program of MediaNet. OPEN CINEMA Season 13 starts in Fall 2015. 

4 Ways to Connect the Docs with The Secret Trial 5. More details here.

1. ATTEND A SCREENING
• Across Canada -  March 12-25 tour dates
• Vancouver – 6.30pm March 25, Vancity Theatre (ad  vance   tickets  ); FB   Event   link  . 

◦ Post-screening discussion with filmmakers;  BC Civil Liberties Association Senior 
Counsel Carmen Cheung and Harsha Walia, No-one is Illegal – Vancouver. 

• Victoria – 6.30pm March 25, West Coast Greens Community Space (doors 5.30)
◦ $10 Suggested Donation (proceeds to Green Party). Popcorn! Updates: FB event

2. WATCH THE FILM ONLINE ANYTIME! Watch here: http://www.opencinema.ca/LIVE 
3. JOIN THE ONLINE DISCUSSION

• March 12-25 – follow hashtag #ST5film on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 
4. PARTICIPATE IN THE WEBCAST DISCUSSION via opencinema.ca/LIVE

• 8pm March 25 – with the filmmakers, BC Civil Liberties Association   Senior Counsel   
Carmen Cheung and Harsha Walia, No-one is Illegal – Vancouver. 

CONTACT: Mandy Leith: mandy@opencinema.ca    PHONE: 250.882.7441

                                                      www.opencinema.ca
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